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The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) shaken the whole world from a lot of unprecedented circumstances. Everyone unexpectedly stunned and become mentally distorted for a while. Some suddenly stopped, yet find their way to cope up with the situation. Unfortunately, others were not able to surpass the obstacle.

The attack of the mental anxiety and depression create a large impact to humanity. Hence, Education must continue. Pandemic will not cease learning from its advancement. Leaders are expected to plan and outsource to continue the scheme of school’s program and development. Leaders should motivate every single workforce to move and be stable. The qualifying skills and rational capacity of a leader can lift the hefty weight that affect the system to run.

A leader must have a willpower to provide confidence among its subordinates. A leader should possess the mental keenness through disaster and uncertainties. The management skills for decision making are necessary for achieving the level. Adaptation to changes of situation can be tough and challenging for every leader because readiness is a principal substance to make it through.

A leader must create a world of complacency among his members. It is achieved through trust and confidence. A leader must be ready to whatever conditions may arise. Various testimonies from different agencies and studies developed by significant people were able to affirm that trust can build confidence to every individual. Cooperation follows when these attributes were instilled in an organization.
Focus and positive outlook of a leader can influence healthier outcomes to complications. Creating an optimistic environment to his colleagues can stretch focus and determination among members. A revitalizing approach can lift one’s personal being. It can also deviate depression to realization. A leader must be a beacon of surpassing the higher waves of the sea.

On choosing to become a leader, one must be equipped with the determination to pursue the value of developing a virtuous heart rather than the highest academic summation that is installed in one’s intellect.

Leaders are the embodiment of every single identity in the institution. Teachers put their trust on their School Heads, Education Supervisors and Leaders of Education as well as Leaders of our nation. This is a chain that connects all aspect. This pandemic is not a hindrance to move forward and to share learning and lift the spirit of our learners. Learning is inevitable to the nation with leaders who share their heart.
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